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a b s t r a c t

While the neural mechanisms underpinning the perception of muscularity are poorly un-

derstood, recent progress has been made using the psychophysical technique of visual

adaptation. Prolonged visual exposure to high (low)muscularity bodies causes subsequently

viewed bodies to appear less (more) muscular, revealing a recalibration of the neural pop-

ulations encodingmuscularity.Here,weuse visual adaptation to further elucidate the tuning

properties of the neural processes underpinning muscle perception for the upper and lower

halves of the body. Participants manipulated the apparent muscularity of upper and lower

bodies until they appeared ‘normal’, prior to and following exposure to a series of top/bottom

halves of bodies that were either high or low in muscularity. In Experiment 1, participants

were adapted to isolated own-gender body halves from one of four conditions; increased

(muscularity) upper (body half), increased lower, decreased upper, or decreased lower.

Despite the presence of muscle aftereffects when the body halves the participants viewed

and manipulated were congruent, there was only weak evidence of muscle aftereffect

transfer between the upper and lower halves of the body. Aftereffects were significantly

weaker when body halves were incongruent, implying minimal overlap in the neural

mechanisms encoding muscularity for body half. Experiment 2 examined the general-

isability of Experiment 1's findings in a more ecologically valid context using whole-body

stimuli, producing a similar pattern of results as Experiment 1, but with no evidence of

cross-adaptation. Taken together, the findings are most consistent with muscle-encoding

neural populations that are body-half selective. As visual adaptation has been implicated

in cases of body size and shape misperception, the present study furthers our current un-

derstanding of how these perceptual inaccuracies, particularly those involvingmuscularity,

are developed, maintained, and may potentially be treated.

© 2023 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC

BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Estimations regarding one's own body size and shape can be

inaccurate e a phenomenon known as body size and shape

misperception (BSSM; Brooks et al., 2020; Challinor et al., 2017;

Dolan et al., 1987; Fuentes et al., 2013; Longo, 2022). This

phenomenon is concerning as it is a risk factor for the devel-

opment of eating disorders, depression, and other serious

health concerns (Caspi et al., 2017; Hasenack et al., 2021;

Preston & Ehrsson, 2014, 2016). BSSM also occurs in the

context of muscle perception. The misperception that one's
muscularity is insufficient, regardless of actual body size, is a

central feature of muscle dysmorphia (MD; American

Psychiatric Association, 2013) e a form of Body Dysmorphic

Disorder associated with severe psychopathology (Phillips

et al., 2010). The underestimation of muscularity can result

in high levels of body dissatisfaction and the adoption of

detrimental behaviours, such as the abuse of performance

enhancing drugs (Devrim et al., 2018) or the undertaking of

intense physical training routines with extreme caloric re-

strictions (Grogan, 2010). Although widely presumed to be an

almost exclusively male disorder (Phillips et al., 2010), MD

prevalence was found to be relatively similar across genders

in an Australian adolescent sample, at around 2 % (Mitchison

et al., 2022).

To date, socio-cognitive processes have been largely

thought to underpin the development and maintenance of

BSSM. Specifically, it has been theorised that media and social

pressures to be thin or muscular, coupled with social com-

parison,may result in the internalisation of unrealistic female

and male body ideals (Barlett et al., 2008; Rodgers et al., 2015;

Shin & Nam, 2015). This proposed mechanism is notable as

56 % of women desire to increase their level of muscularity

(Vartanian et al., 2001), potentially reflecting the recent for-

mation of a more athletic female ideal that is both thin and

toned (Benton & Karazsia, 2015; Holland & Tiggemann, 2017).

This predilection towards a more muscular figure is likewise

observed in men as over 49 % of Ghanian men, 69 % of

Ukrainian men, and over 90 % of men from the United States

were found to desire a more muscular physique (Frederick

et al., 2007). However, these accounts do not provide a neu-

ral mechanism for the perceptual processes involved. In

seeking a causal explanation for BSSM, perceptual psycholo-

gists have postulated that these phenomena may be real-

world examples of visual adaptation and its resulting after-

effects (Brooks et al., 2016, 2020, 2021; Challinor et al., 2017;

Glauert et al., 2009; Hummel et al., 2012a).

Visual adaptation is the phenomenon whereby prolonged

exposure to a visual stimulus with particular properties (the

“adaptor”) causes subsequently viewed stimuli (the “test”) to

appear distorted in the opposite direction in terms of those

visual properties (Barlow & Hill, 1963; Webster, 2011). For

example, prolonged fixation on a waterfall, with its continual

cascades of downwardmotion, will result in the perception of

upward motion when one's gaze is diverted to nearby sta-

tionary objects. This perceptual distortion is known as a visual

aftereffect. In addition to low level visual properties such as

motion (Barlow & Hill, 1963), line thickness (Blackmore &

Sutton, 1969), and colour (Thompson & Burr, 2009), visual af-

tereffects have been demonstrated for higher level properties

including face distortion (Gwinn& Brooks, 2013, 2015;Webster

& MacLin, 1999), identity (Leopold et al., 2001) and gender
(Webster et al., 2004), and more recently, body size and shape

(Hummel et al., 2012a; Winkler & Rhodes, 2005).

The perceptual bias following adaptation is a result of

changes in the response properties of neurons, which serves

to facilitate perceptual recalibration (Barlow & Hill, 1963;

Clifford & Rhodes, 2005; Leopold et al., 2001). As such, the

presence of an aftereffect constitutes evidence of neural

mechanisms that encode the adapted property (Thompson &

Burr, 2009). By manipulating the characteristics of the

adaptor and the test stimuli and examining the presence and

strength of the visual aftereffect, it is possible to infer the

response properties e the ‘tuning’ e of specific neural pop-

ulations (Webster, 2011).

One commonly used approach is the simple/cross adap-

tation paradigm. Simple adaptation is demonstratedwhen the

adaptation and test stimuli are congruent (i.e., they belong to

the same stimulus category), while cross adaptation involves

adaptors and test stimuli that are incongruent (i.e., belong to a

different category). When the magnitude of the aftereffect is

the same regardless of whether the adaptation and test

stimuli are congruent or incongruent, complete cross adap-

tation is demonstrated. This would imply that the underlying

neural mechanisms process stimuli from either category to

the same extent (i.e., are not category selective). For example,

Gould-Fensom et al. (2019) showed that adaptation to thin

Asian or Caucasian bodies caused equivalent aftereffects

regardless of the race of the test bodies, suggesting that the

neurons encoding body fat are not selective for race. In

contrast, cross adaptation would not be observed if the neural

circuits processing the adaptor and test stimuli were

completely distinct. For example, Hummel et al. (2012b)

demonstrated size aftereffects when the adaptor and test

were both human bodies, but no aftereffect when a similar

sized rectangle instead served as the adaptor. From this we

infer that the body size aftereffect relies on the adaptation of

high-level body-selective neurons and cannot be explained by

adaptation to lower-level neurons that respond to simple

rectangular shapes. If the neural mechanisms encoding the

adapted property are partially dissociated for the two cate-

gories, then partial cross adaptation should occur, as evi-

denced by a smaller aftereffect magnitude when the stimuli

differ, in comparison to when they are the same. For example,

Brooks et al. (2019a) showed that adaptation can be demon-

strated with different gendered adaptation and test bodies,

but the aftereffects are larger when they are congruent. This

suggests that the neurons encoding body size are partially

selective for stimulus gender.

This paradigm has been used to demonstrate that afteref-

fects can transfer between different body parts. Specifically,

gender aftereffects can transfer from adaptation stimuli

depicting bodies to test stimuli depicting faces (Ghuman et al.,

2010), and from faces to bodies (Palumbo et al., 2015), implying

that the neural mechanisms encoding gender generalise be-

tween faces and bodies. Likewise, identity aftereffects can

transfer from bodies to faces (Ghuman et al., 2010), and facial

orientation aftereffects can transfer to bodies following

adaptation (Cooney et al., 2015), suggesting that identity and

orientation are encoded by neural populations that, at least to

some extent, respond to both face and body stimuli (Ghuman

et al., 2010). The findings from a study measuring perceived

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2023.10.006
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attractiveness were also consistent with cross adaptation for

adiposity aftereffects between the face and body (Re et al.,

2011). In contrast, Bratch et al. (2021) failed to find evidence

of length aftereffect transfer between the leg and arm. How-

ever, given that this study was relatively low in power, strong

conclusions cannot be drawn from these null results.

While body size adaptation research has historically

focused on the dimension of adiposity, recent studies have

begun to examine the perception of muscularity. Alongside

body fat aftereffects, two studies have demonstrated inde-

pendent aftereffects following exposure to bodies with rela-

tively extreme levels of muscle mass, revealing separate

neural mechanisms that encode muscularity (Brooks et al.,

2019b; Sturman et al., 2017). However, whether muscle after-

effects can transfer between different parts of the body, or

indeed between any two stimulus categories, remains

unknown.

This study will use the simple/cross adaptation paradigm

to probe the tuning of the neural mechanisms underlying the

perception of muscularity for the upper and lower halves of

human bodies. Specifically, two experiments will determine

whether the underlying neural mechanisms encoding

muscularity are more narrowly tuned, responding only to one

particular body-half, or are broadly tuned, responding to both

the top and bottom half. Experiment 1 does this in the context

of isolated body halves, while Experiment 2 uses full-body

stimuli to enhance ecological validity and to test the gen-

eralisability of Experiment 1's results.
1. Experiment 1

In this experiment, participants adapted to a set of half body

stimuli (upper or lower) with either increased or decreased

muscularity. If muscle perception is mediated by cells that are

equally responsive regardless of body half, then equivalent

aftereffects should be expected irrespective of which body

half is used for the test stimuli. If the neural mechanisms

underlying muscle perception are body-half selective, then

adaptation will only engender a significant aftereffect when

testing with congruent stimuli, with no transfer of the after-

effect to incongruent test stimuli. However, if the networks

encoding muscularity are partially selective for body half,

then some degree of aftereffect transfer should be observed.

Hence, aftereffects should be significant when adaptation and

test stimuli are congruent andwhen they are incongruent, but

should be smaller in the latter case.

1.1. Method

We report how we determined our sample size, all data ex-

clusions, all inclusion/exclusion criteria, whether inclusion/

exclusion criteria were established prior to data analysis, all

manipulations, and all measures in the study.

1.1.1. Participants
Two-hundred and eighty-one participants aged between 18

and 40 were recruited for the experiment (87 males, 194 fe-

males, MAge ¼ 20.23, SD ¼ 3.58). Participants were either un-

dergraduate students recruited from Macquarie University
(n ¼ 276) or friends of the researcher (n ¼ 5). The experiment

was approved by the Macquarie University Human Research

Ethics Committee. All participants were naı̈ve to the experi-

mental hypotheses, had not previously been diagnosed with

an eating disorder or MD, had normal or corrected-to-normal

vision, and gave written informed consent prior to and

following participation. Given the online nature of the study,

and the importance of stimulus and response timing in

studies of visual adaptation, strict exclusion criteria were

employed to ensure experimental rigour. As a result, the re-

sults of 180 participants were excluded from the analysis for

failing to comply with the instructions or for having internet

connectivity issues (refer to Appendix B for exclusion criteria).

Hence, a total of 101 participants (33 males, 68 females) were

included in the final analyses. Although this exclusion rate

would be considered high for a laboratory study, this is in

keeping with recent research recommending exclusion of

participants demonstrating “careless responding” to improve

experimental validity and effect size when conducting ex-

periments through online research platforms (Brühlmann

et al., 2020; Oppenheimer et al., 2009).

1.1.2. Design
The experiment employed a 2 (adaptation body half: upper/

lower; between subjects) x 2 (adaptation direction: increased/

decreased muscularity; between subjects) x 2 (test body half:

upper/lower; within subjects) mixed design. Participants were

randomly allocated to one of four adaptation conditions:

increased upper (20 participants), decreased upper (28 par-

ticipants), increased lower (26 participants), or decreased

lower (27 participants). The Point of Subjective Normality

(PSN) e the level of muscularity that appeared normal to the

participant e was measured for each participant before and

after exposure to the adaptation stimuli. The change in PSN

for the upper and lower body half test stimuli (DPSN) were

recorded as the dependent variables. These values were

expressed in terms of the percentage of the muscularity level

of the adapting stimulus. Positive (negative) DPSN scores

indicated that the participants selected amore (less)muscular

body half following adaptation, implying that the test stim-

ulus appeared reduced (increased) in muscularity, and hence

needed to be increased (decreased) in size to appear normal.

1.1.3. Stimuli and apparatus
Stimuli for the study were created using the Genesis 8 male

and female models in Daz Studio Version 4.12 (Daz3D, 2000).

Eighteen identities were created by applying minor pseudo-

randomly generated changes to the models’ skin colour,

pose, torso and limb lengths, and breast size (for female

stimuli). To ensure themale and female stimuli werematched

as closely as possible, the same values for these scales were

used for both male and female identities.

The muscularity of the models was manipulated via the

pre-set whole-body morphing scales e bodybuilder size,

bodybuilder detail, and emaciation e to form 25 equidistant

muscularity levels. The values were chosen to be evenly

dispersed about the point of subjective normality and to be

contained within a range of muscularity that was perceived to

be realistic by 16 participants (8male, 8 female) in a pilot study

(refer to Appendix A for more details).

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2023.10.006
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Themodels were clothed in grey underwear and posed in a

standard posture (Fig. 1) and rendered at 1080 x 1398 pixels. To

produce the upper and lower body half stimuli, the whole-

body renders were edited using Krita version 4.1.1 (KDE,

2005). The heads of the stimuli were removed just below the

chin and each identity was separated into top and bottom

halves at the top of the iliac furrow, above the iliac crest.

The highest and lowest muscularity body half images from

each identity were placed on a 1000x1000 pixel grey back-

ground and used as the adaptation stimuli. A black borderwas

placed around the grey background to differentiate the

adaptation stimuli from the test stimuli. To create the test

stimuli, the body half imageswere centredwithin a 1000x1000

pixel grey background. The test stimulus imageswere 67% the

width and height of the adaptation stimuli to reduce the po-

tential influence of low-level adaptation.

Adaptation and test stimuli were created for all 18 male

and 18 female identities and were matched to the observer's
Fig. 1 e Example Male and Female Stimuli

Note. Muscularity levels 1, 7, 13, 19, and 25 for a) Upper female, b

The level 1 and 25 stimuli were also used as adaptation stimul
gender during the experiment. Two identities were selected to

be used in practice trials, while the remaining 16 identities

were randomly divided into 2 groups of 8 for use as either

adaptation or test stimuli. This separation served to ensure

that any measured aftereffect would reflect adaptation to

muscularity in general, rather than adaptation to any idio-

syncrasies of a particular identity.

The Gorilla Experiment Builder (www.gorilla.sc) was used

to create and host our experiment online (Anwyl-Irvine et al.,

2020). A body manipulation tool was created within Gorilla

using the 25 images from each identity. As these were pre-

sented sequentially, the smooth transition gave the illusion

that the muscularity of the body half was being manipulated

in real time.

1.1.4. Procedure
The experiment consisted of three blocks: practice, baseline

test, and adaptation test. For all three phases, participants
) Upper male, c) Lower female, and d) Lower female stimuli.

i.

http://www.gorilla.sc
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2023.10.006
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Fig. 2 e Results of Experiment 1

Note. Changes in the point of subjective normality (DPSN)

for both adaptation and test body half conditions. (A)

Adaptation to increased stimuli. (B) Adaptation to

decreased stimuli. The grey dots indicate data from

individual participants, and the error bars show the 95 % CI

from the bootstrapped one-sample t-tests.
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were required to stay in Fullscreen mode to standardise their

stimulus displays.

To familiarise themselves with the procedure, participants

first completed 4 practice trials, consisting of two trials with

upper body halves and two with lower body half stimuli. Data

for these practice trials were discarded. For each trial, partic-

ipants were presented with an upper or lower body image and

asked to use the ‘a’ (decrease muscularity) and ‘s’ (increase

muscularity) keys on their keyboard to manipulate the

apparent muscularity of the body half. The participant was

instructed to press the ‘select’ button when the body half

appeared ‘normal’, concluding the trial, and recording the

muscularity of the onscreen body half as a PSN score ranging

from 1 to 25. The definition of normal was left ambiguous to

allow participants to use their own criteria. The initial

muscularity level displayed in each trial was randomly

selected from the possible 25 levels. During the 1 sec inter trial

interval, only the blank grey background was visible.

After a short break, the baseline test block commenced.

This featured 32 trials, each identical to the practice trials,

composed of eight upper and eight lower body half stimuli,

presented twice each. The mean PSN baseline scores were

calculated separately for the upper and lower body half test

stimuli.

The adaptation test phase commenced immediately after

the baseline phase. Before the first trial, all eight adaptation

identities were presented 8 times sequentially in a random

order for 2 sec each, resulting in an initial adaptation period

lasting 128 sec. During this period, the participant was

instructed to pay attention to the bodies on screen. The

centre of each adaptor was positioned at a random location

within a 150x150 pixel square at the centre of the grey

background to reduce the effects of low-level adaptation

(Brooks et al., 2018; Hummel et al., 2012a). Immediately

following this, participants completed a second set of 32

test trials. Between each, a 6 sec top-up adaptation was

employed, consisting of three randomly selected adaptation

stimuli presented for 2 sec each. To ensure the participants

were attending during both the initial and top-up adapta-

tion phase, six of the adaptation stimuli were pseudo-

randomly selected to display the message “PRESS SPACE-

BAR NOW” for the duration of the stimulus’ presentation.

Participants were instructed to press spacebar when this

message appeared. All other details were identical to the

baseline phase.

1.2. Results

The analyses were conducted using Stata version 16 and R

version 4.2.2. Preliminary analyses found that the assump-

tions of normality and homogeneity of variance were violated

for DPSN lower (ShapiroeWilk p < .001; Levene's test p ¼ .047).

Hence, the bootstrapped versions of the one-sample t-test,

mixed factorial ANOVA and paired t-test were conducted in

place of the planned analyses.

The adaptation-induced change in the point of subjective

normality for both upper and lower test stimuli are plotted in

Fig. 2, expressed as a percentage of the extremity of the

adaptation stimulus. From informal inspection, the average

DPSNs were all positive following exposure to high
muscularity body halves (Fig. 2A) and negative following

adaptation to lowmuscularity stimuli (Fig. 2B).When the body

halves for the adaptation and test stimuli were congruent

(simple adaptation), the aftereffects had an average distortion

level of around 15 % of the muscularity of the adaptation

stimuli. Critically, the strength of the aftereffects appears to

be weaker when the adaptation and test halves are incon-

gruent (cross adaptation) than when they are congruent.

Formal statistical tests confirmed these preliminary ob-

servations. A Bonferroni adjusted critical alpha of .0125 was

used for individual comparisons to maintain a familywise

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2023.10.006
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Fig. 3 e Results of Experiment 1: Aggregated Simple and

Cross Adaptation Conditions

Note. Results of Experiment 1 aggregated and recoded in

terms of congruent and incongruent adaptation

conditions. The grey dots indicate individual participants'
data, and the error bars show the 95 % CI from the

bootstrapped one-sample t-tests.
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error rate of .05. Bootstrapped one-sample t-tests found sta-

tistically significant simple adaptation effects for all

congruent conditions (i.e. DPSN significantly different from

zero); increased upper (M ¼ 14.27, 95 % CI: [9.18, 19.36]), t

(19)¼ 5.37, p < .001, d¼ 1.20, decreased upper (M¼�19.23, 95%

CI: [�28.61, �9.86]), t (27) ¼ �4.01, p < .001, d ¼ .76, increased

lower (M ¼ 12.46, 95 % CI: [6.84, 18.08]), t (25) ¼ 4.33, p < .001,

d ¼ .85, and decreased lower (M ¼ �16.34, 95 % CI: [�25.38,

�7.30]), t (26) ¼ �3.52, p < .001, d ¼ .68.

While a statistically significant cross adaptation effect was

found for the decreased lower condition (M ¼ �10.32, 95 % CI:

[�16.73, �3.91]), t (26) ¼ �3.18, p ¼ .002, d ¼ .61, the remaining

body-half incongruent conditions failed to reach statistical

significance when accounting for the adjusted critical alpha:

increased upper (M ¼ 6.25, 95 % CI: [.48, 12.02]), t (19) ¼ 2.11,

p ¼ .034, d ¼ .47, decreased upper (M ¼ �3.46, 95 % CI: [�14.97,

8.05]), t (27) ¼ �.59, p ¼ .556, d ¼ .11, and increased lower

condition (M ¼ 2.04, 95 % CI: [�4.63, 8.72]), t (25) ¼ .61, p ¼ .549,

d ¼ .12.

A 2 (adaptation direction) x 2 (adaptation half) x 2 (test half)

mixed ANOVA was conducted to compare the strength of the

muscle adaptation aftereffects when the adaptation and test

halves were congruent versus incongruent, using a critical

alpha of .05. The ANOVA showed a significant main effect of

adaptation direction, F (1,97) ¼ 29.31, p < .001, hp2 ¼ .23, con-

firming the difference between the aftereffects in the

increased and decreased muscle adaptation conditions. In

addition, a significant three-way interaction was revealed

between adaptation direction, adaptation half, and test half, F

(1,97) ¼ 40.84, p < .001, hp2 ¼ .30.

To interpret the three-way interaction, two bootstrapped

paired t-tests were conducted to compare the DPSN upper and

DPSN lower scores (one for each adaptation condition). A

Bonferroni adjusted critical alpha of .0125 was used. Although

simple adaptation effects (congruent conditions) were larger

than cross adaptation effects (incongruent conditions) in all

cases, only three of the four comparisons reached statistical

significance; the increased upper (t (19)¼ 2.99, p¼ .003, 95% CI:

[2.77, 13.27], d ¼ .64), decreased upper (t (27) ¼ �4.89, p < .001,

95 % CI: [�22.08, �9.47], d ¼ .55), and increased lower adap-

tation conditions (t (25) ¼ 3.47, p < .001, 95 % CI: [4.69, 16.15],

d ¼ .65). In the remaining decreased lower condition, the dif-

ference was not significant (t (26) ¼ �1.85, p ¼ .066, 95 % CI:

[�12.43, .39], d ¼ .29).

To examine the overall difference between simple and

cross adaptation effects across all adaptation conditions, an

additional analysis was conducted. For each participant from

the decreased adaptation conditions, DPSN values were

multiplied by �1 and combined with data from the increased

adaptation conditions. Further, the DPSN upper and DPSN

lower scores were recoded as DPSN congruent (simple adap-

tation) andDPSN incongruent (cross adaptation) depending on

the adaptation half (see Fig. 3). Significant aftereffects were

observed for both congruent (bootstrapped one-sample t-test:

(M¼ 15.73, 95 %CI: [11.85, 19.62]), t (100)¼ 7.78, p< .001, d¼ .77)

and incongruent conditions (bootstrapped one-sample t-test:

M ¼ 5.48, 95 % CI: [1.45, 9.52]), t (100) ¼ 2.58, p ¼ .008, d ¼ .26),

with significantly larger simple adaptation effects for

congruent conditions (bootstrapped paired t-test: t

(100) ¼ 6.48, p < .001, 95 % CI: [7.10, 13.40], d ¼ .49). The cross-
adaptation effectwas 34.84% the size of the simple adaptation

effect.

1.3. Discussion

In line with prior research (e.g., Sturman et al., 2017), Experi-

ment 1 demonstrated clear aftereffects of muscularity

through simple adaptation, providing evidence for neural

populations that encode this dimension of body composition.

Further, this study extends previous work by showing, for the

first time, a muscularity aftereffect when only parts of bodies

are used. In the initial analyses, although results were in the

expected direction in each of the incongruent conditions, a

significant cross adaptation effect was found in only one of

four cases. Subsequent analysis of aggregate data showed a

small (d¼ .26) yet significant cross adaptation effect, although

this was significantly smaller than the large simple adaptation

effect (d ¼ .77). These findings suggest that although the

muscle encoding neural mechanisms do not show complete

selectivity for body half, they do show relatively narrow

tuning.

Critically, this experiment only used isolated body halves

for stimuli. As natural viewing typically involves whole

bodies, with both body halves simultaneously visible, it is

unclear whether the results are generalisable to real-world

scenarios where observers are often free to fixate on either

half of the body. As the duration of fixation on adaptor bodies

has been shown to influence the size of visual aftereffects

(Stephen et al., 2018, 2019), it is possible that viewing whole

body stimuli would produce different results than those

demonstrated in Experiment 1. As such, Experiment 2 looked
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to replicate the results of Experiment 1 in a more ecologically

valid context.
2. Experiment 2

Experiment 2 examined whether no-, partial- or complete-

cross adaptation between body halves would occur when

observers viewed whole bodies in the adaptation and test

phases. Although observers were presented with both halves

of the body simultaneously rather than viewing body halves in

isolation, adaptation stimuli only showed extreme levels of

muscularity (high or low) for one half of the body, the other

half having average musculature. During the test phases,

participants simultaneously adjusted the muscularity of the

top and bottom halves of the body stimulus until it appeared

normal. In using full body stimuli, this experiment sought to

enhance the ecological validity and test the generality of

Experiment 1's results.

2.1. Method

Experiment 2 was identical to Experiment 1, except in the

following respects. A total of 222 participants aged between 18

and 40 were recruited (1 non-binary, 64 male, 157 female,

MAge ¼ 21.84, SD ¼ 4.39). Of these, 216 were undergraduate

psychology students and six were friends and family of the

researcher. One-hundred and thirteen participants (34 male,

79 female) were excluded due to a failure to comply with the

instructions, or as a result of the exclusion criteria (see

Appendix B). As in Experiment 1, strict exclusion criteria were

necessary to ensure compliance and hence maintain data

quality in this online experiment (Brühlmann et al., 2020). Six

participants (5 male, 1 female) were also excluded as they had

completed a pilot version of the study. Hence, a total of 103

participants were included in the analyses: 22 in the increased

upper, 26 in the increased lower, 29 in the decreased upper,

and 26 in the decreased lower condition. Whole-body stimuli

were used for both the adaptation (refer to Fig. 4) and test

stimuli, with each stimulus identity being composed of 13

equidistant levels of muscularity. These spanned the same

range of muscularity levels as the stimuli in Experiment 1 but

omitted every other muscularity level to expedite the

recording of responses. Identities one and two were selected

to be used in practice trials, while the remaining 16 identities

were randomly assigned as adaptation and test stimuli for

each participant. A two-dimensional body manipulation tool

was created using PsychoPy version 3.0 (Peirce et al., 2019).

This allowed participants to manipulate the muscularity of

the upper and lower halves of the bodies simultaneously and

independently. While the ‘up’ and ‘down’ cursor keys

manipulated the upper half, the ‘left’ and ‘right’ keys were

used to adjust the lower half. A pilot experiment confirmed

that adjustments of top and bottom half muscularity took

longer than the single adjustments of Experiment 1. To reduce

the potential for aftereffect decay during these adjustments,

top up adaptation was increased to 12 sec (i.e., double the

duration of Experiment 1). The experiment was conducted on

the online platform, Pavlovia.
2.2. Results

All analyses were conducted using Stata version 16. Pre-

liminary analyses found that the assumptions of normality

and homogeneity of variance were violated for DPSN lower

(ShapiroeWilk p < .001, Levene's test p < .001). As such, boot-

strapped one-sample t-tests, a mixed factorial ANOVA, and

paired t-tests were employed.

Mean DPSN values for all four conditions are plotted in

Fig. 5, expressed as a percentage of the extremity of the

adaptation stimulus. From informal observation, values for

congruent conditions appeared to be positive following

adaptation to increased muscularity, and negative following

adaptation to decreased muscularity stimuli in line with our

expectations. In comparison, the mean DPSNs appear to be

near zero for all incongruent conditions.

Formal statistical tests confirmed these preliminary ob-

servations. A Bonferroni adjusted critical alpha of .0125 was

used for individual comparisons to maintain a familywise

error rate of .05. Bootstrapped one-sample t-tests found sta-

tistically significant simple adaptation effects for all

congruent conditions; increased upper (M ¼ 19.51, 95 % CI:

[8.45, 30.56]), t (21) ¼ 3.22, p ¼ .001, d ¼ .69, decreased upper

(M ¼ �22.38, 95 % CI: [�29.35, �15.40]), t (28) ¼ �5.93, p < .001,

d ¼ 1.10, increased lower (M ¼ 31.09, 95 % CI: [17.54, 44.64]), t

(25) ¼ 4.41, p < .001, d ¼ .86, and decreased lower condition

(M ¼ �15.02, 95 % CI: [�21.85, �8.19]), t (25) ¼ �4.24, p < .001,

d ¼ .83.

In contrast, there was no evidence of cross adaptation, as

all incongruent conditions failed to reach statistical signifi-

cance; increased upper (M ¼ �1.33, 95 % CI: [�8.24, 5.59]), t

(21)¼�.36, p¼ .707, d¼ .08, decreased upper (M¼ 2.44, 95 % CI:

[�2.69, 7.57]), t (28) ¼ .90, p ¼ .351, d ¼ .17, increased lower

(M¼ .08, 95 % CI: [�8.04, 8.21]), t (25)¼ .02, p¼ .985, d¼ .00, and

decreased lower condition (M ¼ �8.41, 95 % CI: [�17.20, .38]), t

(25)¼�1.86, p¼ .061, d¼ .36. As such, no further analyseswere

performed.

A 2 (adaptation direction) x 2 (adaptation half) x 2 (test half)

mixed ANOVA was conducted to compare the strength of

muscle adaptation aftereffects when adaptation and test

halves were congruent versus incongruent (critical a ¼ .05).

The ANOVA showed significant main effects of adaptation

direction, F (1,99) ¼ 33.84, p < .001, hp2 ¼ .25, and test half, F

(1,99) ¼ 9.97, p ¼ .002, hp2 ¼ .09, revealing the differences be-

tween the aftereffects in the increased and decreased adap-

tation conditions, and the upper and lower test halves. A

significant three-way interaction was also observed between

adaptation direction, adaptation half, and test half, F

(1,99) ¼ 85.81, p < .001, hp2 ¼ .46.

To interpret the three-way interaction, bootstrapped

paired t-tests were conducted to compare the DPSN upper and

DPSN lower scores for each adaptation condition. A Bonferroni

adjusted critical alpha of .0125 was used. In all conditions,

simple adaptation effects were significantly larger than cross

adaptation effects; increased upper (t (21) ¼ 3.52, p < .001, 95 %

CI: [10.07, 31.59], d ¼ .89), decreased upper (t (28) ¼ �7.01,

p < .001, 95 % CI: [�31.54, �18.10], d ¼ 1.40), increased lower (t

(26) ¼ 5.43, p < .001, 95 % CI: [20.27, 41.75], d ¼ 1.05), decreased

lower (t (25) ¼ �2.86, p ¼ .003, 95 % CI: [�10.95, �2.28], d ¼ .32).
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Fig. 4 e Example Full Body Adaptation Stimuli

Note. a) Female and b) male whole body adaptation stimuli. Adaptation conditions from left to right: decreased upper,

increased upper, decreased lower, increased lower.
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To examine the overall pattern of simple and cross adap-

tation effects for Experiment 2, an additional analysis was

conducted. As in Experiment 1, the data were “rectified” and

collapsed into congruent and incongruent conditions (see

Fig. 6). While a clear simple adaptation effect was observed for

the congruent condition (bootstrapped one-sample t-test:

(M ¼ 22.11, 95 % CI: [16.85, 27.36]), t (102) ¼ 8.41, p < .001,

d¼ .83), for the incongruent condition cross adaptation effects

were not significant (bootstrapped one-sample t-test:

(M ¼ 1.17, 95 % CI: [�2.60, 4.95]), t (102) ¼ .61, p ¼ .542, d ¼ .06).

The simple adaptation effect was significantly larger (boot-

strapped paired t-test: t (102) ¼ 8.80, p < .001, 95 % CI: [16.21,

25.66], d ¼ .90), with the cross-adaptation effect being only

5.31 % its size.

2.3. Discussion

In this experiment, no evidence of cross adaptation was

shown when individuals were presented with whole-body

stimuli. Moreover, cross adaptation effects were signifi-

cantly weaker than simple adaptation. The lack of signifi-

cant aftereffect transfer, in addition to the significant
difference between the simple and cross adaptation condi-

tions, is most consistent with muscle-encoding neural

populations that are completely body-half selective, i.e., are

tuned to a particular body half. Although the observation of

stronger aftereffects following simple, rather than cross

adaptation is broadly consistent with Experiment 1's find-

ings, the absence of evidence of cross adaptation in Exper-

iment 2 differs.
3. General discussion

The present study is the first to examine the body-half selec-

tivity of the neural mechanisms underpinning muscle

perception. By employing the simple/cross adaptation para-

digm, inferences concerning the properties of these mecha-

nisms can be made. In Experiment 1 muscle aftereffects were

small following cross adaptation, and significantly weaker

than following simple adaptation. These findings were

broadly corroborated in Experiment 2 as the muscle afteref-

fects were again significantly weaker for the incongruent

condition. However, in this experiment evidence of muscle

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2023.10.006
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Fig. 5 e Results of Experiment 2

Note. Changes in the point of subjective normality (DPSN)

for both adaptation conditions and test body half. (A)

Adaptation to increased stimuli. (B) Adaptation to

decreased stimuli. The grey dots indicate data from

individual participants, while error bars show the 95 % CI

from the bootstrapped one-sample t-tests.

Fig. 6 e Results of Experiment 2: Aggregated Congruent

and Incongruent Adaptation Conditions

Note. Results of Experiment 2 aggregated and recoded in

terms of congruent and incongruent conditions. The grey

dots indicate individual participants' data, while error bars

show the 95 % CI from the bootstrapped one-sample t-

tests.
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aftereffect transfer between body halves was entirely absent

when participants were presented with whole-body stimuli.

While differences between the patterns of results shown in

Experiments 1 and 2 were not hypothesised, we may specu-

late about the possible cause using insights from historical

studies on cross adaptation in binocular vision. Dvorak (1870;

cited in Wade et al., 1993) was the first to observe that after

adapting one eye to a motion stimulus (with the other eye

closed), an aftereffect can still be experienced if the partici-

pant closes the adapted eye and opens the non-adapted eye.
This particular brand of cross-adaptation, referred to as

interocular transfer, was taken as evidence of the involve-

ment of a binocular “channel” in the motion aftereffect. An

elementary model suggested that aftereffect magnitude de-

pends upon the proportion of the channels that are driven

during the test phase that have been adapted (Moulden, 1980).

This soon led to the proposal that the binocular channels may

comprise two sub-types: those with “AND” cells (active only

when both eyes were stimulated) and those with “OR” cells

(active when either one eye or the other was stimulated;

Anstis & Duncan, 1983; Wolfe & Held, 1981). By analogy, it is

possible that alongside neurons that process the top half of

human bodies and those that process the bottom half, two

other body-selective channels exist: those that are active only

when both the top AND bottom halves are presented, and

those can be activated by the top OR bottom halves of bodies

when presented alone. Were this the case, Experiment 1's
incongruent test conditions would recruit the “OR” neurons,

which would have been adapted, plus neurons selective for

the body half that was not used for adaptation. Hence 50 % of

the recruited channels would be adapted. However, in

Experiment 2, test patterns would instead drive neurons se-

lective for the body half that was not adapted, alongside those

in the “AND” channel. Although half of the channels recruited

by the test stimulus had been adapted, this case differs from

Experiment 1 in that the “AND” neurons will have been

stimulated by a body for which only one half was extreme. It

seems plausible that this would lead to a smaller degree of

cross adaptation in Experiment 2 than 1, potentially rendering

the effect undetectable. It is also possible that the proposed

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2023.10.006
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“AND” neurons are far less numerous, or simply do not exist,

leading to no cross adaptation at all in Experiment 2. However,

it should be remembered that uncovering the details of these

channels was not an aim of the present study, and hence the

design does not allow confidence in these conclusions.

Instead, the study was focused on uncovering any evidence of

cross adaptation, finding little.

Previous experiments on cross adaptation between

different body parts have shown mixed results. In contrast to

studies that have failed to demonstrate arm-leg transfer of

limb length aftereffects (Bratch et al., 2021) or face-hand

transfer of the gender aftereffect (Kovacs et al., 2006), cross

adaptation between body parts has been successful in several

studies. This has been shown for identity (Ghuman et al.,

2010), gender (Ghuman et al., 2010; Kessler et al., 2013;

Palumbo et al., 2015), orientation (Cooney et al., 2015) and

adiposity aftereffects (Re et al., 2011). More recently, adiposity

cross adaptation has also been demonstrated between images

of hands and bodies (Ambroziak et al., 2023). These differ-

ences may reflect the particular characteristics of the under-

lying neural mechanisms. It is noteworthy that each of these

studies used isolated body parts as stimuli. In the present

study, when similarly isolated stimuli were used (Experiment

1), a small cross adaptation effect was also evident, yet this

effect was not apparent when whole body stimuli were used.

This raises the question of whether the identity, gender, and

adiposity aftereffects cited abovewould be eliminated if entire

bodies were used as stimuli.

Although the effects that have previously been demon-

strated imply the presence of face, hand and body networks

that are at least somewhat overlapping, the demonstration of

little to no cross adaptation within the present study suggests

that muscle-encoding neural populations are substantially

body-half selective. While we can infer that populations

involved in the perception of muscularity for upper body

stimuli are not highly responsive to lower body stimuli and

vice versa, this does not imply that there are neurons selective

specifically for images of half-bodies with the waist as a crit-

ical category boundary. It is entirely possible that the neurons

in question are actually selective for smaller body parts, such

as individual limbs, the chest, the torso, etc.

In the last 20 years, fMRI studies have begun to elucidate

the details of the neural representation of bodies. Two body-

sensitive regions that have been identified within extras-

triate visual cortex are the Extrastriate Body Area (Downing

et al., 2007) and Fusiform Body Area (Peelen & Downing,

2005). Within these regions, the neural mechanisms respon-

sible for body part perception appear to be partially over-

lapping (Bracci et al., 2010, 2015; Orlov et al., 2010). Several

studies, using multi-voxel pattern analysis or representation

similarity analysis have presented evidence of selectivity for

body parts such as these in humans (Vogels, 2022). Clusters of

neurons have been identified that are selective for hands in an

area that partially overlaps with the left EBA (Bracci et al.,

2010), while the EBA was reported to be most highly acti-

vated by the upper limbs (Orlov et al., 2010); however, this

region also showed substantial activation for lower limbs (see

also Bracci et al., 2015). One possibility is that EBA contains

individual neurons that are selective for limbs in general (i.e.,

arms and legs) e the kinds of cells that might underly a cross
adaptation effect such as that shown in Experiment 1. How-

ever, it is equally possible that within tight clusters in the EBA,

some cells are selective for arms while others are selective for

legs e a set-up that would not be expected to facilitate cross

adaptation. Clearly, more work on the neural representation

of different body parts is required before a clear picture of

body part selectivity emerges (Vogels, 2022). Further, it is

worth remembering that none of these studies presents any

evidence that the neural mechanisms alluded to above have

any involvement in the perception of muscularity. Yet given

the behavioural data presented in the present study, it seems

safe to conclude that the influence of mechanisms that

encode muscularity and are activated by body parts both

above and below the waist is small, and cannot be detected

when whole body stimuli are presented.

The findings of the present study may also have implica-

tions for the real-world development and manifestation of

BSSM. As suggested previously (Brooks et al., 2020; Challinor

et al., 2017), visual adaptation may provide a potential

mechanism for the misperception of muscularity, as frequent

and prolonged viewing of muscular others may lead to a

persistent aftereffect of perceivedmuscle, such that one's own

body, when viewed in a mirror, may appear less muscular

than it really is. However, evidence for body-half selectivity in

muscularity aftereffects allows for more specific predictions.

Under typical everyday scenarios, the upper and lower halves

of the body are often simultaneously visible. Yet men,

particularly those with high muscle dissatisfaction, tend to

fixate more frequently on the chest and shoulders (Porras-

Garcia et al., 2020). This bias is of interest as visual attention

has been found tomediate the presence and strength of visual

aftereffects (Stephen et al., 2019). The greater fixation on the

upper body in men may result in a muscle aftereffect that is

largely confined to the upper body regardless of the adaptor's
lower bodymusculature. Thus, when looking at themselves in

the mirror, individuals may underestimate the muscularity of

their upper halves, but view their lower halves veridically in

terms of muscularity, given the lack of cross adaptation. As a

result, individuals may work to develop their upper body

while comparatively neglecting their lower body, resulting in

imbalanced muscular development. To appropriate a popular

meme, they may be tempted to “skip leg day”. Muscle imbal-

ances that are facilitated through adaptation may also occur

in women but are likely to affect different regions of the body,

as their attention is more biased towards the waist, hips, legs,

and arms instead of the chest and shoulders (Hewig et al.,

2008).

Using the technique of adaptation to uncover the details of

perceptual processes has a long history (Thompson & Burr,

2009). It was never doubted that early demonstrations of vi-

sual aftereffects of motion, colour and orientation were

perceptual in nature, given that their striking effects were

retinotopic; that is, they applied only to the adapted region of

the retina. Hence clear differences of motion, colour or

orientation could be observed between the adapted region and

neighbouring stimuli whose perceptual properties remained

unchanged. However, high level aftereffects, such as those

concerning the more complex properties of faces or bodies,

tend to be less conspicuous and are non-retinotopic, affecting

all visible stimuli. Effects are subtle, and comparisons
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between neighbouring stimuli are not informative. With this

in mind, some researchers have raised the possibility that

these high level aftereffects are not perceptual in nature, but

instead reflect a decisional bias due to a criterion shift

(Morgan, 2014; Storrs, 2015). While the “method of adjust-

ment” task used in the present study cannot irrefutably

distinguish between these two possibilities, the underlying

cause of altered judgements following exposure to extreme

stimuli is currently under investigation in our lab. Regardless

of the outcome, the implications for real-world instances of

BSSM are likely to be equally deleterious. In the context of the

present study, when an individual declares themselves to be

insufficiently muscular, it may not matter whether this is due

to actually seeing a lessmuscular body in themirror, or due to

a change in one's own standards for what is an appropriate

level of muscularity.

The present study used computer-generated (CG) body

stimuli. It is noteworthy that one recent study urged caution

when using CG images, given that it can produce results that

differ from those produced when photographs are used if

appropriate manipulation checks are not employed (Alexi

et al., 2019). Certainly, this technique is limited in terms of

the degree of muscularity that can be simulated while

retaining appropriate realism. This limitation was addressed

in the present study via the use of extensive piloting to ensure

that the stimuli were sufficiently muscular and realistic.

Moreover, these pilot ratings were used to ensure that the

level of extremity for high and low muscularity stimuli was

balanced across both body halves and across stimulus gender.

As a result, the strength of themuscle aftereffects observed in

the present study are in line with those found in previous

studies which used muscularity stimuli created through the

manipulation of photographs (Brooks et al., 2019b; Sturman

et al., 2017). Although it remains an empirical question, we

are confident that our results using CG stimuli would gener-

alise to photographic stimuli.

Although our preference would be to run all studies

(especially those involving adaptation) face-to-face, this study

was conducted during Australia's prolonged and strict lock-

downs when online testing was the only option. We believe

that experimental rigour, stimulus control and participant

vigilance are crucial, but compliance can be compromised

when testing those participating for course credit (many of

whom have questionable levels of motivation) without su-

pervision. A core property of adaptation is that the effect de-

cays over time. The rate of decay for body aftereffects, and in

particular for muscularity effects, has yet to be established

formally. With this in mind, we regarded it as imperative that

the adaptation stimuli were displayed without interruption,

hence the exclusion criteria regarding internet connectivity

problems. Given that adaptation involves viewing many sta-

tionary stimuli for a prolonged period without any response

being required, we regarded it as likely that participantsmight

fail to attend to the stimuli as instructed, instead leaving the

experiment to perform another activity and returning later to

make their responses. For this reason, we included simple

attention checks. Further, it is important that participants

responded promptly as instructed, to avoid prolonged breaks

between top-up adaptation stimuli, hence the criteria
regarding average and individual response latencies. A long

response latency would cause decay of adaptation and inval-

idate any PSN responses given from that point onwards.

Although this resulted in the exclusion of a relatively large

number of non-compliant participants, our exclusion criteria

were objective and were established a priori, hence it is un-

likely that this introduced bias in the data. Importantly, there

is no reason to believe that the excluded participants' visual
systems are fundamentally different to those of the partici-

pants who were included. It seems more likely that, with no

supervision and no consequences, they simply did not comply

with the task instructions, either deliberately or through

inattention.

In sum, despite evidence that cross adaptation between

the upper and lower halves of the body is weak when only

halves are shown, and non-existent when whole bodies are

shown, the present study found clear evidence of muscle af-

tereffects following simple adaptation, and significantly

stronger effects following simple, rather than cross adapta-

tion. Given the subtle differences between the patterns of re-

sults when isolated body parts are used compared to whole

bodies, this should urge caution about the generality of pre-

vious studies showing transfer of adaptation between body

parts which use only isolated body parts as stimuli. Regard-

less, our findings are most consistent with muscle-encoding

neural populations that are substantially body-half selective.

Moreover, these findings appear to be generalisable to more

typical daily scenarios where body halves are viewed simul-

taneously. Hence, the present study provides a possible

explanation of how muscle related BSSM is developed and

maintained, whilst further cementing the use of visual adap-

tation as an effective tool for investigating the neural mech-

anisms underpinning muscle perception.
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Appendix A

Experiment 1: Pilot Study

To establish suitable parameters for the creation of the

experimental stimuli, a pilot study was employed. Eight male

and female models, each consisting of 11 equidistant levels

ranging from extremely low to extremely high muscularity

were created using Daz3D. As such, 352 body half stimuli were

created for the pilot study. These stimuli were rated by 16

participants (8 male, 8 female) for their muscularity and real-

ism along two symmetrical 11-point
Appendix B

Exclusion Criteria

The present study was conducted online. This is in contrast to

prior studies which were typically conducted in highly

controlled laboratory settings. To the best of our knowledge,

this is the first body adaptation study to be conducted online,

along with Echevarria et al. (in submission) and Mobbs et al.

(in submission), which were conducted concurrently by

other members of our laboratory. The absence of an experi-

menter to encourage vigilance and prompt responding was

potentially problematic. As visual inattention to the adapta-

tion stimuli has been found to significantly reduce the

strength of the resulting aftereffects (Rhodes et al., 2011;

Stephen et al., 2019), an attention task was implemented in

the adaptation phase to encourage attention to the adaptation

stimuli. Moreover, the ability to measure the presence of an

aftereffect can be diminished by aftereffect decay (Rhodes

et al., 2007). To address these potential limitations, a strict

set of exclusion criteria were enforced.

In Experiment 1, participants were excluded if they had an

average trial length above 6 secs (the same as the top-up

adaptation duration: n ¼ 65) or if any of their trials took

longer than 12 secs (double the top-up duration: n ¼ 116).

Similarly, participants were excluded if they experienced any

loading delays due to a poor internet connection (n ¼ 60). To
ensure the participants followed instructions, and viewed the

adaptation and test stimuli as intended, participants were

also removed if they failed any of the Fullscreen checks

(n ¼ 32). Finally, to ensure that participants attended to the

adaptation stimuli as instructed, those who failed to respond

to the attention task on more than 10 % of occasions were

excluded (n ¼ 95). Importantly, these criteria were established

before the pattern of PSN responses were inspected. As par-

ticipants could fail more than one criterion, a total of 180

participants were removed from the final analyses.

In Experiment 2, 41 participants were excluded prior to

data collection for meeting one of three exclusion criteria:

participant age under 18 or above 40 years, history of ED or

MD, and/or vision was uncorrected when undertaking the

experiment. Three exclusion criteria were also established a

priori for Experiment 2. Participants were excluded if they had

an average trial length above 12 secs (again e the same as the

top-up adaptation duration: n ¼ 32), if any of their trials took

longer than 24 secs (again e double the top-up adaptation

duration: n ¼ 16), or if they failed on more than 10 % of the

attention checks (specifically, two or more trials out of 18;

n ¼ 32). Upon analysis of the data, two further exclusion

criteria were implemented. Participants who reloaded and

restarted the experiment upon encountering an error were

excluded (n ¼ 5). A participant was also removed for failing to

follow the instructions during the adaptation phase, as they

repeatedly pressed the spacebar, regardless of whether the

prompt was present, to succeed on the sporadic attention

checks. Participantswithmissing experimental datawere also

excluded (n ¼ 18). As participants could breach multiple

criteria, a total of 113 participantswere removed from the final

analyses.

Despite the relatively high rate of participant exclusion for

both experiments, the number of participants per condition in

Experiment 1 and 2 was in keeping with prior research that

used the simple/cross adaptation paradigm and similar sta-

tistical analytical methods (e.g., Brooks et al., 2019b, 2020;

Sturman et al., 2017).
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